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The Squid Portable Hand Mixer

The Squid is a fast, light-weight, portable handheld mixer for kids. 
The Squid brings fun and excitement into the kitchen whole 
meeting the user’s necessary ergonomic needs. Safe enough for 
small children, but durable longevity and versatility as children 
grow. 



Sketches



Mood Board



Fun Design with 
Practical Purpose

The Squid is designed with a 
detachable bottom and 
changeable mixing accessories 
for different food items. This 
starter attachment is easy to 
clean and safe. The shape is thin 
enough to fit into children’s 
hands, but still sturdy enough to 
provide added support. 







Full Sketch Model

Fits nicely in the hand and works 
well for mixing function.



Color 
Material 
Finish

The Squid comes in three 
colors and has a comfort 
grip around the main body 
which can be easily 
removed for cleaning. 



Sushi Glasses Design



Sushi Glasses

Thick, simple, round frames 
sport a rounded nose bridge, 
white temples, and 
polycarbonate scratch-resistant 
lenses. These glasses are a 
concept piece developed by me 
featuring my sushi pattern as a 
design detail. 



Pattern Details

A simplified pattern including shrimp, 
onigiri (rice balls), nigiri, and rolls. 
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The Squid Portable Hand Mixer

The Squid is a fast, light-weight, portable handheld mixer for 
kids. The Squid brings fun and excitement into the kitchen 
whole meeting the user’s necessary ergonomic needs. Safe 
enough for small children, but durable longevity and versatility 
as children age. 





Bake Bot

The Bake Bot is a tiny oven meets robot play pal. The 
robot sings when finished baking and has moving parts 
to make the process more fun. This bot is meant for 
children ages 6+. 



Development Sketches



Drawing to 3D Render

This project began as a drawing assignment and later 
turned into the full 3D render you see here. 



Details
The Bake Bot comes with a small controller to control 
volume and motion. Easily move the bot into and out of 
place for easy cleanup. 



Orthographic Rendering



Exploded View

1. ON button, ABS
2. head shell, housing for 

mechanics, ABS, steel
3. neck tube, corrugated flexible 

pipe
4. oven, metal
5. wheel base, ABS
6. tire tread, rubber
7. wheel housing, ABS
8. axle, ABS
9. oven rack, stainless steel

10. oven pan, coated stainless steel
11. double layer glass, tempered 

glass
12. door base, stainless steel
13. oven door, stainless steel
14. handle, ABS
15. controller and buttons, ABS
16. mouth, soft touch plastic
17. plastic eye covers, ABS
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Color Material Finish





Pride Bag Charm



Pride Bag Charm

This delightful and playful bag charm is a symbol of 
pride for women-loving women. It is made using 
colorful enamel and metal hardware. It can be used 
as a decorative item for a bag or may be clipped to 
keys. 



Specs

Rainbow charm height 1”
Total length 4.5”



Details
Resin heart charm
Metal heart charm
Enamel Pride charm
Metal women charm
Enamel rainbow charm 



Fun Design with Pastel Colors

A fun play on the traditional, saturated color of the Pride 
flag, this design features pastel colors for a more mature 
feeling based on current design trends. 





Cocoa Credenza



Modular Home Storage Solution

Ideal for showing personal decorative items like figurines or photos in the 
shelves or on the side, and excellent for storing items out of sight, this 
storage unit is the right addition for any living room. Meets your storage 
needs while even doubling as an entertainment center.



Details

Solid maple and engineered 
wood with a dark cocoa 
finish. Accented with brass 
pulls on the slatted wooden 
cabinet doors. 



Dimensions
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Color Options
The Cocoa Credenza comes in a dark cocoa as well 
as a white chocolate finish. 











Sketch
Model



Assembly
This lamp is made from laser cut neon acrylic plastic sheets. 
It is assembled using a cementing solvent.





Octopus 
Soft Light



Color Options



Austin Cary Toys



Austin Cary 
Forest

AC Toys is a brand 
concept made for the 
Austin Cary Forest. These 
toys are tailored to match 
the idea of the “working 
forest.” Each toy has two 
voice boxes inside: one to 
play the forest sound, the 
other to introduce the 
character. These toys are 
meant for children of all 
ages.

Hand sewn, voiced by me.







ukiuki Language Pal

ukiuki Language Pal is an English learning tool that features fun 
games, a speaker and microphone system, and interactive 
buttons. School-age children use ukiuki for supplemental 
conversational practice outside of the classroom. 



Development 
Sketches



Exploded View



Specs

Supplement School 
Ukiuki lets children practice 
the vocabulary and 
grammar they learn in 
school with free play and 
speaking! Real conversation 
and games not available in 
school. 

Fun and Easy-to-Use
Easy to play, easy to learn. 
Just three simple buttons so 
children can play on their 
own. Set the mode from 
your phone. 

Engaging and exciting
Glowing lights, high quality 
sound, and a charming, 
“kawaii” face. Ukiuki games 
and speaking practice make 
learning fun!

Practice Anytime
Bluetooth speaker lets 
children practice speaking 
anytime, anywhere. Easy 
and convenient charge 
with USB. 

Play Together or Alone
Multiple play modes let you 
personalize your child’s 
play. Speak Mode gives 
mobile phone user the 
option to speak directly to 
their child through ukiuki. 

Download Language 
Packs
Access hundreds of 
vocabulary and grammar 
sets of your choice to 
expand your child’s 
language ability.

START SPEAKING NOW
Interactive conversational pal that delights children and encourages them to speak English using 
lights, games, and engaging play. Hours of cheer and supplemental learning give you and your child 
practice outside of the classroom to prepare for fun, travel, and  even life abroad. 



LIGHTS UP
Children will respond to the 
glowing lights of the mouth 
and buttons. Lights blink to 
the beat of the music and 
pulse to illicit a response.

MULTIPLE FUNCTION 
BUTTONS
Play games with quick taps, 
press and hold for volume 
control. Less buttons mean 
less confusion for young users.

HIGH QUALITY SPEAKER
Never worry about your child’s 
listening practice again. Listen 
as many times and as often as 
you need.

CUTE AND CHARMING
Three fun colors and “kawaii” 
influence make ukiuki 
irresistible.
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Three Fun Colors

ukiuki Language Pal comes in top teal, bubbly blue, and 
yummy yellow so children can have fun and express 
themselves with these fun colors.

Color 
Material
Finish



Thank you for your time 
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ukiuki video presentation |  https://vimeo.com/420942085
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